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from the east to the west but it has to be portrayed within a view of at most 
10 degrees. The laws of perspective don’t seem to work any more. It is a 
struggle and a struggle that confronts every artist who attempts to paint a 
mountain ‘close up’ as I do. Try as I will, a sheet of A3 is far too small. Yet 
it is too big as well, for cloud gathers and vanishes, and the light constantly 
changes before you are even started, let alone halfway finished. Even on 
the stillest of days, the mountain scene is not still for the sun never ceases to 
march across the sky, lighting what was in shadow and drawing new lines 
across the rock face as every newly lit spire casts its shadow below. Speed is 
of the essence. Inevitably you paint a picture of something that nobody has 
ever seen, of something that did not exist. Filling the paper with what you 
see is impossible. The trick is to paint what you want to see. 

In the studio I am attempting to overcome another problem. It is a 
problem not just of physical perspective. There is a psychological aspect 
that has to be addressed as well. No mountaineer looks at a mountain 
without looking at all of it in its entirety, from the glaciers and rocks that 
cover its feet to its soaring ridges and sparkling summits. No mountaineer 
looks at a mountain without considering how it can be climbed. The longer 
you look, the more you see and the more you feel, especially when close up 
where no camera can capture the scene. Perhaps a painter who has never 
climbed might not recognize this problem, but to a climber who paints, the 
mountain must be believable.

It is here in my studio that I am painting now. On my easel is a view 
of the ENE wall of Pizzo Badile. It dominates the room but (at 900mm x 
1200mm portrait format) it feels too small already and I wish that I were 
working at twice that size. 

But once more I can feel the warmth of that summer day when Lizbet 
and I, climbing from the Cappano Gianetti, stepped from the confines of 
the crack that leads to the Colle del Cengalo. Suddenly the vast expanse of 
the ENE wall towered over us. Some 400m below the ice of the Vadrec dal 
Cengal butts against the foot of the north face. In the far distance, the peaks 
of the Val Bregaglia close the view to the north. Nearly 40 years ago we 
had climbed the north ridge and from its lower sections, gazing across the 
face to the East, our present standpoint could be seen before it disappeared 
behind the bulge of the eastern edge of the north face. Here, the tumble 
of rocks rise to the Punta Sertori and on the ENE wall you see a group of 
climbs not that frequented by British climbers, including the English Route 
first climbed by Isherwood and Kosterlitz in 1972. 

Yet I know that no one else will view my painting the way in which I do. 
Inevitably it will be hung at the wrong height. Inevitably it will be viewed 
from too far away. I wish that I could insist, ‘To look at this painting you 
must stand there! Your eye must be exactly here!’ Only then would the 
viewer be in just the correct position for the physical perspective to be 
correct and the psychological perspective to work. It has always been so. 

Will I see paradise? I doubt it but maybe, I hope, I might achieve nirvana 
whilst I am painting.

PENNY BRADSHAW

‘Living at Our Full Compass’
Michael Roberts and The Poetry of Mountaineering
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In a paper delivered to the Alpine Club in 1939 the poet, editor, and 
mountaineer, Michael Roberts points to the enduring symbol of the 

mountain in the human imagination, commenting that ‘From the earliest 
times the loneliness, immensity and permanence of mountains have made 
men think of a power beyond themselves’ (Roberts 1940, p.28). Within 
the paper he goes on to celebrate important Romantic literary responses 
to mountains but crucially he also distinguishes between his own poetic 
response and that of his Romantic predecessors, and begins to establish a 
new mountain-inspired poetics appropriate to the period in which he was 
writing. In so doing Roberts reminds us that cultural responses to natural 
phenomena such as mountains are variable rather than constant and are 
subject to historically specific economic, political and aesthetic pressures. 
In this essay I draw on Roberts’s poetry and criticism to consider the 
literary treatment of mountains within the turbulent decade of the 1930s.

In his 1955 book, The Lakers: The Adventures of the First Tourists, Norman 
Nicholson argues that the Industrial Revolution brought about a funda-
mental rupture in man’s relationship with the natural world and he suggests 
that in one way or another we have been trying to get back to nature ever 
since. Nicholson describes three post-industrial ‘cults of nature – the 
Picturesque, the Romantic and the Athletic’ which are all symptoms of our 
society’s problematic separation from the natural environment (Nicholson 
1955, p.207). Of these ‘cults,’ the Romantic, which obviously lends itself 
to a contemplative and imaginative response to nature, continues to be 
prioritised in our understanding of poetic responses to certain key privi-
leged natural landscapes such as the Lakes and the Alps. The later Athletic 
cult, which is predominantly a phenomenon of the inter-war period, has 
received comparatively little attention in these terms, since it is defined by 
a primarily physical rather than imaginative engagement with the natural 
world. Nicholson depicts the Athletic response to nature through a range 
of physical pursuits such as swimming, climbing, cycling and hiking which 
allow the city-dweller to experience ‘at least for the week-end, a more 
heroic and adventurous relation with the world about him’ (Nicholson 
1955, p.207). However, as Michael Roberts suggests in his 1939 paper 
and in his own poems, a post-Romantic and more athletic approach to the 
natural world can also engender new imaginative and creative directions 
for poetry.

The predominant poets publishing during the interwar period, or the 
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‘Auden generation,’ as they became widely known, are often seen to priori-
tise industrial and urban imagery above the pastoral and are defined in 
terms of their anti-Romantic aesthetics. However, during the period in 
which they were writing there is, as Nicholson indicates, a widespread 
cultural resurgence of interest in our human relationship with the natural 
world, an interest which can be traced in the fashionable rise of camping, 
hiking, and other fresh-air leisure activities during the inter-war period; 
four major British Everest expeditions took place during the 1930s and this 
decade also witnessed the formation of the Youth Hostels Association and 
the Ramblers Association, as well as a rapid growth in the Scouting move-
ment. Not surprisingly, and despite an apparent intellectual prioritisation 
of the civic and the industrial over the natural, this cultural influence filters 
through to the poetry and other literature of the period.

Roberts is a much underes-
timated poet and writer who 
is little read or studied now 
even within literary circles 
but he is an important figure 
within the thirties context. 
While W. H. Auden is often 
viewed as the unofficial 
leader of the thirties genera-
tion, Michael Roberts is in 
some sense its spokesman. He 
is remembered primarily in 
terms of the role he played in 
his editorial work in defining 
and shaping the poetic terrain 
of the 1930s; as an editor and 
reviewer Roberts put together 
a number of landmark 
anthologies including New 
Country (1933) and The Faber 

Book of Modern Verse (1936), which were largely responsible for establishing 
this new literary territory of the Auden generation by bringing together for 
the first time some of the most significant emergent poetic voices such as 
Cecil Day Lewis, Stephen Spender and Louis MacNeice. His analysis of 
the contemporary poetry scene in his 1932 preface to the anthology, New 
Signatures, is widely regarded as a founding document of the 1930s move-
ment and has been described as a ‘manifesto’ for the thirties generation 
(Woolf cited in Hynes 1976, p.75). If critics have tended to emphasise the 
urban to the exclusion of the natural in thirties poetry then this is partly a 
result of Roberts’s own apparent prioritisation of urban industrial imagery 
in the New Signatures preface. But later critics have tended to isolate such 
elements from Roberts’s wider argument which, when considered as a 
whole, reveals far less hostility to nature-poetry than has been assumed. In 

172. Michael Roberts at Val d’Isère in 1935. 
(Janet Adam Smith)
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the preface Roberts certainly does point to the importance of seeking new 
poetic forms and images to express new experiences. He writes:

...we may appreciate the elegance of poetry written by men whose 
whole experience was different to ours; but we cannot accept it as 
a resolution of our own problems. It is not only that our response 
to certain words and rhythms has changed; new knowledge and 
new circumstances have compelled us to think and feel in ways not 
expressible in the old language at all... We have become too analyt-
ical, too conscious of our own motives, to react in the old way to the 
old symbols. (Roberts 1932, pp.7-9) 

He also claims at one point that ‘Rural poetry in recent years has been, in 
general, a cowardly escape into the past’ but he goes on to suggest that it is 
possible to produce a different kind of nature poetry, which does address the 
values, concerns, rhythms and experiences of modern life, and he praises 
Julian Bell – whose poems are included in the anthology – for producing 
poems which engage with natural landscapes in a non-sentimental way:

Julian Bell... write[s] of the English countryside in rhythms which 
show that for him it means no weekend cottage or funkhole from 
the town: his clear-cut delineations of landscape express neither 
jingoism nor sentimental affection but a feeling for the land itself; a 
sentiment which, though local in origins, leads to sympathy with that 
same feeling in others, and to a love of the earth irrespective of place. 
(Roberts 1932, p.17)

Here and elsewhere in his work Roberts looks to nature to provide 
symbols of something permanent and enduring to set against his vision of 
a decaying and corrupt industrial society. In this he reiterates a fundamen-
tally Wordsworthian position and shows the relevance of certain Romantic 
ideals for his own generation. In later work he would more explicitly 
relate man’s destruction of his own moral and psychological health to his 
mistreatment of the natural world; in his final unfinished book The Estate 
of Man, published posthumously in 1951, he presents what is essentially 
an ecological perspective, arguing that ‘man has to live in harmony’ with 
nature ‘if he is to find harmony at all’ (Roberts in Grubb 1980, p.176). In 
his poetry Roberts turns again and again to the natural world, not as a 
retreat from the political but as the only means of achieving a certain kind 
of clarity and understanding within a society riven by ideological divisions 
and hovering on the brink of war. 

For Roberts the most powerful symbol offered by nature is the mountain 
and his ideas about poetry, politics, and mountains are closely intertwined. 
A keen mountaineer himself, Roberts met the critic, editor and biographer 
Janet Adam Smith, who shared his passion for mountaineering, in the 
early 1930s and they married in 1935. Their exhilarating pre-war climbs 
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around the mountain ranges of Europe are recorded in Adam Smith’s 
classic 1946 book Mountain Holidays. In Roberts’s poetry it is apparent that 
the Alps and the Lakes, those key Romantic locations, take on a renewed 
significance in the twenties and thirties. Roberts visited the Lakes several 
times on climbing holidays before and after their marriage, and for a brief 
period following the outbreak of war moved with his wife to Penrith as a 
result of the relocation of Newcastle Grammar School at which he was 
then working. The young poet Kathleen Raine joined Roberts and his 
wife and their children at a house in Wordsworth Street at the start of the 
war and Raine’s autobiography, The Unknown Country, offers a fascinating 
record of their domestic and intellectual life together. She describes also 
her occasional and rather reluctant outings with them on bleak excursions 
up Fairfield and Blencathra, where she says they would eat frozen sardines 
under the summit while the ‘wind... cut like a knife and rattled the wedges 
of ice which adhered to the underside of every blade of grass’ (Raine 1975, 
p.113). On these excursions Roberts is figured in terms of his energy, his 
leadership, and his insistence on facing personal danger and hardship in 
order to reach a summit. In one account of an expedition up Helvellyn, 
Raine says that he:

enjoyed the effort and the victory... Michael was essentially a 
conqueror of summits. Whenever I see the constellation of Orion, 
I think of Michael tirelessly striding ahead of whatever party of us 
lagged behind. (Raine 1975,113-4)

The language used by Raine here is echoed in Adam Smith’s descrip-
tions of her husband in Mountain Holidays and relates to the ideological 
context of the thirties in which mountaineering became what critics have 
described as a prominent ‘myth-making activity’; Roberts with his physical 
rigour and determination to reach new places comes to represent the arche-
typal ‘climber-hero’ of the period, a figure which recurs again and again 
in poetry by Auden, Spender and others of the period (Hynes 1976, pp. 
236-7). Adam Smith develops this persona in the introductory memoir she 
wrote for Roberts’s posthumous Collected Poems, in which she characterises 
him as one of life’s ‘explorers’, those figures who are ‘always heading for 
the limits’ and ‘willing to risk breaking the accepted patterns of thought, 
knowledge, faith, action’ (Roberts 1958, p.29). Roberts himself explores 
and celebrates such constructions of modern male identity and in a 1934 
review of a work by Cecil Day Lewis, which he titled ‘The Return of the 
Hero,’ presents this ideal type as the defining man of his times:

These figures represent something essential in humanity magnified to 
heroic proportions. They represent the answer to doubt, uncertainty and 
indecision, and the reintegration of divided personalities. The returning 
hero, the man who knows his own mind and is certain of his own desires is 
the antithesis of Eliot’s Prufrock. (Roberts 1934, p.72)

In Roberts’s poetry Prufrock’s counterpart comes to be defined as the 
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semi-autobiographical climber-poet and this figure strives to find answers 
to the questions raised by the turbulent early decades of the 20th century. In 
‘La Meije 1937,’ Roberts describes the pleasure of cutting steps in the ice 
and finding ‘a new alternative’ to the more problematic established routes, 
but in the poem this becomes a metaphor for the new pathways his genera-
tion had to take intellectually and he connects here the physical rigour of 
the climb with the intellectual, political and creative challenges which they 
faced:

A man should use every nerve and muscle,
A man should puzzle out the hardest questions,
A man should find words, for the thoughts that no one knows. 
(Roberts 1958, p.135)

Roberts’s real and metaphorical mountains are dangerous and physi-
cally demanding but they also offer routes to a higher knowledge and a 
perspective attainable only by the poet as hero, or – as Roberts depicts 
him in the New Signatures preface – as ‘leader’ (Roberts 1934, p.10). The 
poem suggests that only by going to the limits of the known can these poet-
leaders hope to find the new perspectives needed; only they, with their 
energy and determination, can find new ways of addressing the political 
and ideological dilemmas of the age. 

Mountains become the dominant trope within Roberts’s poetry and 
Adam Smith notes the apparent incongruity that her husband ‘found in 
the mountains the symbols and the language for his poetry’ and that ‘his 
austere, anti-romantic view of life, found expression in imagery which 
is more often associated with romantic poets,’ an incongruity which she 
relates to personal and wider intellectual concerns relating to the experi-
ences of this decade (Roberts 1958, p.35). A key distinction between his 
own mountain poetics and that of the Romantics is made clear though by 
Roberts in his 1939 paper for the Alpine Club. In this he praises earlier 
Romantic responses to mountains in poetry, suggesting that ‘Words-
worth’s lines on the Simplon, Shelley’s Mont Blanc, and Coleridge’s Hymn 
before Sunrise all contrive to express imaginative insight without falsifying 
or distorting the material vision’ but he says that ‘on the whole’ moun-
tain-inspired poetry ‘shows all the vices of bad description... It expresses a 
kind of sham religion, a sentimental daydream in which brutal realities are 
not transcended but conveniently ignored’ (Roberts 1940, p.28). Roberts 
goes on to classify these earlier examples as ‘poetry of mountains’ and he 
makes a crucial distinction between this and what he refers to as a ‘poetry 
of mountaineering’ (p.27). What this distinction flags is a movement away 
from visual and aesthetic responses to mountains and towards the human 
struggle experienced in the ascent and in the physical act of the climb. It is 
the poetry of mountaineering which becomes for Roberts such an impor-
tant art form for his generation. While mountains, in their immensity and 
permanence, remain an important symbol within the human imagination, 
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the motif of climbing a mountain offers something more unique and rele-
vant to the thirties experience, and mountain journeys become a powerful 
metaphor for the intellectual mood of this decade:

...the difficulty of reaching the heights, with their wide vision over a land-
scape of towns, fields, rivers and the world of ordinary life, has made the 
climbing of mountains an image of life itself, with its difficulties, dangers, 
and moments of unexpected insight. (p.29)

In the paper he suggests that it is the possibility of a ‘clear vision’ (p. 
33) being experienced as a result of the climb which partly excuses the risk 
involved in mountaineering and he returns to this metaphor of new insights 
and the achievement of clarity again and again in his poetry. Such an expe-
rience is apparent in one of his Lake District poems from 1936 entitled 
‘Langdale: Nightfall January 4th’ :

Dark are the shrouded hills, and vague, and the rain,
as the wind changes,
halts, and clouds over the fells
drift, and the Pleiades drown. 
The hooded fells are uncertain, the track to the tarn
is lost, the fields are in flood, 
and at six the lane is in darkness,
the beck is a ghost.
Night, and the day wasted, waiting,
watching, lethargic:
clouds and star-clusters are shapeless;
lamplight, dim starlight, floodland,
and fellscape, vaguely forgotten. And the wind
changes; the sky is alert:
crag, sheepfold and cairn
rise; and the mist is swept over the fells,
And the seven stars of Orion,
star-points driven home,
are nails in a buckler, or splinters 
of light in the mind.
The touch of the track is a landmark,
stone underfoot,
the clouds and star-clusters are islands,
and water leaps down in the ghyll. (Roberts 1958, p.79)

In the first three stanzas there is a sense of frustration in waiting for 
the mist to clear so that the climb can commence. The opening of the 
poem describes a loss of boundaries and a lack of clarity; darkness and 
mystery engender depressing apathy here rather than sublime Romantic 
terror. There is a hopeless lethargy and the time is perceived to be ‘wasted.’ 
Then suddenly in stanza four, ‘the mist is swept over the fells.’ The scene 
becomes concrete and clear and the ascent can begin. The physical connec-
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tion between man and nature which had been lost in the mist is resumed 
through the contact of foot on stone and we get a sense of an epiphany-like 
moment of insight in the sudden vision of the stars as ‘splinters of light in 
the mind.’ 

The idea that a peculiarly intense and clear understanding is achieved 
through the physical challenges posed by a mountain-climb is also suggested 
in ‘Val d’Isère,’ an Alpine poem published in the same collection: 

Here is the world made real, not vision only:
Here with the scented spruce and mountain-pink
And the rough touch of rock
The hills are one.
From the far shining peak and burning rock-rib,
Here, in a patch of sunlight, in the pinewood,
The streams are glacier-cold,
And falling, talk.
Over the timeless blue, as through the mind,
Moves, in dissolving white, the summer cloud,
And the mind’s eye is dark, and dazzled with 
The simple truth:
Living at our full compass, we were one 
With the four elements, and knew the rock,
And the sweet smell of earth,
And ice and fire[.] (Roberts 1958, p.85)

The idea of a ‘world made real’ where we live ‘at our full compass’ is a 
powerful expression of Roberts’s view that through the physical and mental 
engagement with the natural world necessitated by a climb we somehow 
come to experience ourselves more fully as human beings. The mountains 
experienced in this way offer not so much a Romantic tranquillity in recol-
lection but rather a new and intense perception of ‘truth’ which inspires 
some kind of moral responsibility. Adam Smith suggests in her introduc-
tory memoir that Roberts ‘found in mountains the vision and vitality which 
made him so understanding, active and angry’ about poverty and other 
social problems (Roberts 1958, 34). It is as if Roberts, through a physical 
and mental interaction with the external world, comes to new understand-
ings and perspectives regarding our responsibilities towards that world and 
towards each other.

In many of Roberts’s poems the specific geographical location is clearly 
important and he is usually precise about the identification of particular 
mountains in his poetry, often titling a poem simply with a mountain name 
and with a date. In one of his last poems, written in the year before his 
death from leukaemia, ‘On Glaramara: 1947,’ he takes us to this specific 
Cumbrian fell at midnight and at the start of another new year. The 
language is pared down and there is an insistence, as always in Roberts, 
on the physical truth and accuracy of the experience, which begins very 
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precisely with feet walking on snow and the wintry moonlight above:

Midnight, and the pale snow
Crisp underfoot,
A frost-encircled moon
On Glaramara. 
Stone country cannot suffer 
Your loss or mine; 
The valley guards its sorrow
At this New Year. 
And every wintry angel
Looks to the hills
Whose frozen comfort stays, 
Endures, compels. 
A country of stone dreams
The ghost of a hill, 
A frozen tarn, the still
Echo of bells, 
Bells in the midnight valley, 
Frosty stars, 
Blencathra, Gable, ghostly Helvellyn, 
And this New Year. (Roberts 1958, p.175) 

This poem is written in the immediate aftermath of the Second World 
War and in the face of Roberts’s awareness of his own mortality. There 
is a real sense here of what he refers to in an earlier poem as ‘the bleak  
Inhuman north,’ (‘Shining Dark,’ in Roberts 1958, p.75) as the deso-
late mountainous landscape appears to be wholly untouched by human 
concerns and human misery. Nonetheless the stony implacability of the 
fells and their apparent resistance to change offers some sort of counter 
to the ephemeral concerns of human life and perhaps some aid to endur-
ance. The fells, like the stars, represent something fixed and certain against 
which we take our bearings. In the final stanza the individual mountains 
are referred to intimately by name and the sound of the bells echoing round 
the valley which is walled in by these familiar and enduring physical forms 
is both a requiem for that which is lost and a peal for the promise of the 
new year. There is the merest suggestion of hope offered by the stillness, 
which is a reminder of the peace that has followed the bloodshed, and in 
the significance of the precise temporal moment, the start of the first new 
year for peace-time Europe. 

In his introduction to The Faber Book of Modern Verse, Roberts suggests 
that ‘primarily poetry is an exploration of the possibilities of language’ 
which ‘does not aim directly at consolation or moral exhortation,’ but he 
says that ‘a poem may ... change the configuration of the mind and alter our 
responses to certain situations’ (Roberts, 1936, pp.3 & 5). Both the climb 
and the act of writing the poem are important precisely because they can 
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engender new mental 
and philosophical 
perspectives even in 
the face of death and 
human suffering. 
Adam Smith observes 
that for Roberts, 
writing is less an act 
of ‘self-expression’ 
than of ‘exploration’ 
(Roberts 1958, p. 20) 
and it is this explora-
tory and ‘athletic’ 
response to nature 
which allows him to 
find a new relevance 
for his generation in 
these Romantic land-
scapes. The climb 
upwards through new 
and difficult territory 
becomes in his poetry 
a powerful meta-
phor for the intellectual and political challenges which were faced both 
during and immediately after one of the most turbulent decades of the 20th 
century. These literary and physical mountain journeys explore the possi-
bilities offered by new directions and become a means of attaining a clearer 
perspective on the geography of our lives. 

173. Michael Roberts 
at Tignes.  
(Janet Adam Smith)
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